Shell-model calculations are described for A.=204 -212 nuclei. These calculations use the Kuo-Herling realistic effective interactions for hole states and particle states relative to Pb.
I. INTRODUCTION
The shell model has had enormous success in the lead region since the pioneering study of True and Ford who used a simple singlet, -even neutron-neutron residual interaction to study Pb. Particularly 
II. ORIENTATION
For each TBME the Kuo-Herling interaction has a bare matrix element, a 1p-1h core polarization "bubble" and a further renormalization due to 2p-2h excitations. We designate the three constituents of the interaction in an obvious notation as Gba", Gipih, and G2p2h. We will refer to the neutron-neutron, proton-neutron, and proton-proton parts of the interactions as nn, pn, and pp. Table   I , calculations for 22 nn TBME applicable to the KHH (hole) space of Fig. 1 . The bare TBME labeled H7B
are the results of a potential due to Hosaka, Kubo, and Toki. The H7B potential is expressed as a superposition of seven one-boson-exchange potentials, the oscillator matrix elements of which were fit to the Q-matrix elements derived from the Paris Table III .
For the nn hole interaction the three and four particle systems were considered as well as the two particle systems. For these the quality of the fit is noticeably more sensitive to I~ph so that these nuclei had more weight in the fixing of I&ph than the two neutron system. We see that the "best fit" for the nn interaction as determined The results for the KHP interaction are quite diAerent. As seen in Table IV Tables IV and VI , the improvement is considerable, especially for the A=212 nuclei. The A~~were determined by a least-squares fit to the data in the tables.
The results are A(pp)=+49 keV, A(pn) = -53 keV, and A(nn)=+15 keV. Note that these changes do not affect wave functions or energy spectra, only absolute binding energies. The interaction with A& ) g 0 is the starting point for the interaction labeled KHP, which will be discussed in Sec. IV C. (6) where, as can be inferred from Fig. 1, -7736 Table XV. Q'ith the KHP interaction, ' the yrast 0 through 9
states of~i oai are all )96% rrhg~2vgs~q. The identification of these states is certain and the modification of the KHP TBME to reproduce the experimental energies straightforward. The next two odd-parity configurations (see Table XIII ) are strongly mixed with each other but not with others. This is also true for the fourth and fifth odd-parity configurations. Our method of handling strongly mixed configurations was to change both diagonal TBME for a particular J by the same amount so as to reproduce the average of the two experimental energies with which the two states are identified. Then the energies of the two were matched by varying the oA-diagonal The relationship between the ICHP and modified (KHP, ) pn TBME was examined to look for possible reg- ularities. We first consider the 069~21gg/2 configuration.
The levels of this configuration provide a classic example of the systematic behavior of the TBME of nonequivalent particles.
In Fig. 4 we compare the KHP and KHP, TBME for this multiplet using the clarifying method of display introduced by Schiffer. s2 Since the states in question are dominated so strongly by Ohg/21gg/2, the KHP, set is essentially equivalent to varying the +Ohio/qvlgg/2 TBME and leaving the other KHP TBME unchanged and is very close to the set resulting from an assumption of a pure vr069g2vlgg/2 configuration. The average energy, (E~), and ei2 in Fig. 4 Oh9/2 Z11/2 1 f7/9 lgg/9 1 f7/9 1 gs/9 1 f7/2 lg9/2 1 f7/9 1gg /9 1 f7/9 1 gs/9 1 f7/21gs/2 1 f7/21gg/9 1 f7/9 1 gg/9 Oh9/20Z11/2 1 f7/9 1 gg/9 1 f7/9 1 gs/9 1 f7/g1gg/2 1 f7/9 1 gs/9 1 f7/s1 gg/9 1 f7/9 gg/9 1 f7/21gg/2 1 f7/9 1 gg /9 1 f7/9 1 gg/9 1 f7/ 
